FW: Your Submission

lim beekuan <beekuan76@hotmail.com>
Thu, Jun 7, 2012 at 11:06 PM
To: prof.bux <shaik@ummc.edu.my>, prof.kartini <katt_xr2000@yahoo.com>, "Liew Yew Wai (physicist)"
<uwai80@gmail.com>

Hi Profs,
Our article has been accepted by SMJ.

Regards,
Lim BK

> From: smj@sma.org.sg
> To: beekuan76@hotmail.com
> Date: Mon, 28 May 2012 04:21:18 -0400
> Subject: Your Submission
> 
> Dear DR Lim,
>
> Tracking No: SMJ-2011-831R2
> Manuscript Title: EVALUATION OF BOWEL DISTENTION AND MURAL VISUALIZATION BY USING NEUTRAL ORAL CONTRAST AGENT FOR MDCT (CT ENTEROGRAPHY)
> Singapore Medical Journal
>
> I am pleased to inform you that the above-referenced paper has been favourably reviewed, and has been accepted for publication in the Singapore Medical Journal, on May 28, 2012.
>
> The editorial team will copyedit your article shortly and will revert to you with queries, if any, to make the manuscript more readable and to conform to the journal's style.
>
> Congratulations on having your work accepted by the Singapore Medical Journal.
>
> With kind regards
>
> SMJ Editorial Office
> Singapore Medical Journal
>
> Comments from the Editors and Reviewers (if any):
>
> Dear Dr Lim,
>
> Thank you for the considering the suggestions from the reviewers. The changes made are acceptable.